Dear WHS Families,

As the second quarter gets underway, looking back, I am so proud of all that has occurred since the start of the year. First quarter held a plethora of events, accomplishments, and items worthy of both recognition and celebration. From the genuine and authentic relationships that have been established to the content that has been covered to the ever-improving culture and climate in the building to the community partnerships forged to the feats on the competition surfaces across athletics and extracurriculars, our students and staff have embraced and taken full advantage of the first 41 days of school.

Daily, our students and staff are teaming up to explore, engage, and perform in the classroom. As part of our celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month, we were able to host an incredibly successful Kermes that highlighted some of our impressive student groups and included performers, vendors, and partners from across the community. Wheeling’s Got Talent provided a rich and memorable opportunity to see the level and range of skills that our students possess. Homecoming week afforded us a chance to elevate our school spirit and welcome back reunion groups from 1973 and 1983, showcasing the many upgrades around WHS and the palpable energy of this amazing place. The new air conditioning in the gym proved to work well while it was hot and the improvements to our stadium field and track are stunning.

First quarter held many successes and we all look forward to building upon that foundation here in quarter two and for the remainder of the school year. Wheeling H.S. School is an incredibly special place and it is made that way by the incredible people that learn and serve here. In addition to our rich diversity that we are proud of and always look to celebrate.

Thanks for being on this 23-24 school year journey with us and please enjoy this edition of the newsletter. We appreciate your continued support and deeply value your contributions to and participation in our Wildcat community.

If you ever need anything, please do not hesitate to reach out. Thank you for your trust and partnership. Together, we #makeitmatter.

Yours in Education,
Dr. Bradford Hubbard
Principal
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WHAT'S HAPPENING AT WHS

A/B Schedule
Art Department
Assessment Center

Athletics
Attendance Campaign
Attendance Procedures

Bell Schedule
BPAC Information
Community Resources